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the organism: a crucial genomic context in molecular ... - the organism: a crucial genomic context in
molecular epigenetics? linda van speybroeck department of philosophy and moral science, and research
community on evolu-tion and complexity, ghent university, belgium address for correspondence: linda van
speybroeck, ghent university, department william harvey and art misplaced - tandfonline - william harvey
and art misplaced phillips salman department of english, cleveland state university, cleveland, oh 44115, u.s.a.
received 21 december 1990 summary william harvey's de generatione uses a quotation from seneca's epistula
58 together with material from aristotle to oppose the cognitive processes and explanation and
demonstration in the haller-wolff debate - ^ for exalnple, in his 1651 disputations touching the
generation of animals, he writes that "an animal which is procreated by epigenesis draws in the material and
at the same time prepares and concocts and uses it; at the same time that the material is formed, it grows the
forma book reviews - pdfsmanticscholar - bookreviews points of similarity as difficulty of the problem,
method of investigation and proof, style of organization, and writing techniques are highlighted in each work.
the british journal for the history of science http ... - and blood in animals–dmc), when harvey’s
comments on astrology are in other works and are not prominent even there. more recent harvey
historiography has imperfect eggs and oviform nymphs: a history of ideas ... - imperfect eggs and
oviform nymphs: a history of ideas about the origins of insect metamorphosis deniz f. erezyilmaz1 ... motion of
the heart and blood in animals, which dad v mom: the ultimate battle of the sexes - roslyndakin physician william harvey in his disputations touching the generation of animals. harvey, like many others,
believed that semen transfer was involved in reproduction but he wanted to ﬁnd out exactly how. that's where
his troubles began. in his numerous dissections, he tried and failed to ﬁnd evidence of a role for semen within
the female body. introduction: making early modern science and literature - introduction: making early
modern science and literature ... disputations touching the generation of animals (1651); ... instances of
remarkable developments in early modern science and literature, these texts share a commitment to creating
and expressing knowledge through biology and theology in malebranche's theory of organic ... - was a
prevalent theory of organic generation in natural philosophy for about a century, from the 1670s when
malebranche first clearly sketched it in its early ... e.g., william harvey, disputations touching the generation of
animals, ... and anthony preus, "science and philosophy in aristotle's generation of animals" journal of ... in
memoriam gweneth whitteridge, great scholar of william ... - animals, beheld, and with himself
diligently considered the fabrick, situation, annexed vessels, and other accidents thereof. those ancient oracles
of wisdom did terminate the knowledge, as of all countries, so ... disputations touching the generation of
animals by william harvey. oxford: blackwell scientific review regulation of the oocyte-to-zygote
transition - caenorhabditis elegans (20) oocytes and/or early embryos. protein degradation often serves to
inactivate proteins that are needed early in the transition but that would be harmful later.
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